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Answer these questions : (NCERT Exercises)  To be written in your notebook. 

Q1. Which ruler first established his or her capital at Delhi? 

A1. Ananga Pala (Tomaras) of the Rajput Dynasty first established his capital at 

Delhi. 

Q2. What was the language of administration under the Delhi Sultanate? 

A2. The language of administration under the Delhi Sultanate was Persian. 

Q3. In whose reign did Delhi reach its farthest extent? 

A3.  During the reign of Muhammad Tughluq, the Sultanate reached its farthest 

extent and had marched across a large part of the subcontinent. 

Q4. From which country did Ibn Battuta travel to India? 

A4.  Ibn Battuta was a fourteenth-century traveller who came to India from 

Morocco, Africa. 

Q5. According to the “circle of justice”, why was it important for military 

commanders to keep the interests of the peasantry in mind? 

A5. According to the “circle of justice”, it was important for military commanders 

to keep the interests of the peasantry in mind because the salaries of the military 

commanders came from the revenue collected from peasants. But the peasants 

were able to pay their revenue only when they were prosperous and happy. It ch 

was possible only when the kings promote justice and honest governance. 

Q6. What is meant by the “internal” and “external” frontiers of the Sultanate? 

A6.  The “internal” frontiers of the Sultanate included the hinterland of the 

garrison towns and Ganga Yamuna Daob. The “external” frontiers of the 

Sultanate included the unconquered areas of Southern India which was beyond 

the control of Delhi. 



Q7. What were the steps taken to ensure that muqtis performed their duties? 

Why do you think they may have wanted to defy the orders of the Sultans? 

A7. The muqtis or iqtadar was a military commander appointed by the Khalji and 

Tughlug monarchs as governors of territories of varying sizes. Various steps were 

taken to ensure that muqtis performed their duties:  

i) Accountants were appointed by the state to check the amount of revenue 

collected by the muqtis. 

ii)Care was taken that the muqti collected only the taxes prescribed by the state 

and not more than that. 

iii)It was also taken care that he kept only the required number of soldiers. 

iv) The muqtis may have wanted to defy the orders to the Sultans because their 

appointment was not hereditary. Also, their job was transferable.There were 

harsh conditions of service. 

Q8. What was the impact of the Mongol invasions on the Delhi Sultanate? 

A8.The impact of Mongol invasions on the Delhi Sultanate: 

i) The rulers of Delhi Sultanate raised a large standing army and took various 

administrative measures. 

ii) Alauddin Khalji constructed a new Garrison town called Siri for his 

soldiers,while Mohammad bin Tughluq emptied the residents and the soldiers 

garrisoned there. 

iii) To feed the large number of soldiers, the produce was collected as tax from 

land between the Ganga and Yamuna daob.Tax was fixed at 50% of the peasants 

yield. 

iv) The sultans paid their soldiers in cash but Muhammad Tughluq issued a token 

currency. 

v) These measures posed many administrative and financial challenges. 

9. Do you think the authors of tawarikh would provide information about the 

lives of ordinary men and women? 



A9.The authors of tawarikh lived in cities mainly Delhi. They were not in touch of 

village  people. They often wrote their histories for Sultans in the hope of rich 

rewards. They had nothing to do with common mass. Hence, it was obvious that 

the information provided by them would lack ordinary men and women. 

Q10.Raziyya Sultan was unique in the history of the Delhi Sultanate. Do you 

think women leaders are accepted more readily today? 

A10. Yes,the situation has changed today. Due to the spread of education people 

now realise the potential of women. So, they have started accepting them as 

leaders. Even in rural areas realize the potential of women. So, they have started 

accepting them as leaders. Even in rural areas now we see women Sarpanch and 

Councillors. 

Q11. Why were the Delhi Sultans interested in cutting down forests? Does 

deforestation occur for the same reasons today? 

A11.i) The Delhi Sultans cleared the forests in the Ganga-Yamuna doab and gave 

these lands to peasants in order to encourage agriculture 

ii) They also established new fortresses and towns in these lands to protect trade 

routes and to promote regional trade. 

iii) They also cleared forests in order to safeguard frontiers and to facilitate the 

quick movement of their army. 

                           No, deforestation does not occur for the same reasons today.  

It occurs for  the creation of roads and railways and promotion of industries. 

Extra Questions: 

Q1. Name the five dynasties that together made the Delhi Sultanate. 

Ans.1.Early Turkish rulers (1206—1290) 

       2.Khalji dynasty (1290—1320) 

       3.Tughluq dynasty (1320—1414) 

       4.Sayyid dynasty (1414—1451) 



      5.Lodi dynasty (1451—1526). 

 

Q2.Name the three types of taxes collected during the Sultanate period. 

Answer: 

1. Tax on cultivation called Kharaj  amounting to about 50% of the peasant’s 
yield. 

2. Tax on cattle 

3. Tax on houses 

Q3.What were the four stages in the making of a manuscript? 

Answer:The four stages in the making of a manuscript are: 

• Preparing the paper 

• Writing the text 

• Melting gold to highlight important words and passages 

• Preparing the binding. 

 Q4.Who was Raziyya? Why was she not accepted as a Sultan inspite of being 

talented?  

Answer:  Raziyya was Sultan Iltutmish’s daughter. She became Sultan in 1236. 
She was very talented. According to the chronicler of the age, Minhaj-i-Siraj, she 

was more able and qualified than all her brothers. But she was not accepted 

when she became a ruler. Those were the days when women were not allowed 

to enjoy independent identity. They were supposed to be subordinate to men. 

This led to her removal from the throne in 1240. 
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